INTRODUCTION TO THE CONVENTION

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, (hereinafter UNFCCC), is an international treaty created at the Earth Summit in Rio in 1992 to challenge the rising problem of global warming and associated harmful changes in the climate.

It should be emphasized that:

- It is not a strong international legal text. Is what in legal language they call soft-law. It is more a political agreement, rather than legally binding.
- It does not explicitly include human rights concerns within its legislative framework.

To talk about human rights exclusion at this point is useful to specify what these involve:

- they include forced mass migration;
- increased disease incidence and strain on healthcare systems;
- threatened food and water security;
- the disappearance and degradation of shelter, land, livelihoods and cultures; and
- the threat of conflict;
- the right to self-determination;
- the right to life and health, a healthy environment; and
- the guarantee of these rights for the future generations, amongst many other.

History:
The UNFCCC entered into force in 1994, and has close to universal participation, with 192 countries as ratifying parties. In 1997, the Convention established its Kyoto Protocol, ratified by 184 parties, by which a number of wealthy countries accepted the obligation to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, according with agreed legally binding objectives. The Kyoto Protocol entered into force in 2005. States must provide certain evidence on emissions and emission reduction measures, and the Kyoto Protocol designates a series of instruments to assist in this process.¹

Following agreements have called for consideration of the social and economic results of response measures, as well as for more global cooperation.² However, the slow pace of the international negotiations, and the political and economic differences among developed and developing countries, does not add into the enhancement of the human rights regime, the safeguard and assurance of the most vital human rights, like the right to life, food, healthy environment, and also the potential for this legal regime (UNFCCC) to ward versus the harmful and utterly foreseeable climate harm effects.³

- Unlike the international human rights regime, the UNFCCC and the Kyoto Protocol do not include express provisions for remedial measures for individuals, groups of individuals or communities in case of a particular environmental harm.
CONNECTING HUMAN RIGHTS TO CLIMATE CHANGE

• Climate change’s links to the human rights regime, rise from the simple fact that man-made climate change affects the human rights of all.

The language used in human rights discourse is different from the vocabulary employed in climate change negotiations, each has a unique referential background and connotations. In the present report, ‘Human rights’, mean to indicate an organized set of claims about the entitlements of all human beings regardless of any possible differentiation.

The 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (hereinafter UDHR), has originally laid out these claims and they are understood to carry both an extensive universalist moral authority and a legal weight. However the UDHR is not legally binding, the principal source writings under international law are:

• The 1966 International Covenants on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR); and
• The Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR).

The two Treaties are legally binding on the majority of the world’s countries, or in legal terms on all States that have ratified them, and are complemented by additional human rights binding agreements, in the National, Regional and International arena. All these texts are supported by the legal precedent and established case law of international, regional and national tribunals, by a body of ‘soft law’, referring to non-binding resolutions and other texts from transnational organizations such as the UN General Assembly.

For instance, the statement in the first Article of both laws clearly says that: ‘[i]n no case may a people be deprived of its own means of subsistence’:

• This is noticeably applicable where a changing climate is having exactly this result.
• One could argue that basic subsistence needs: water, food, healthcare, shelter and so on and so forth. Yet, by the terminology of rights it is not required to assume a legal language in place of an altruistic one.
• However it implies to reach out to an umbrella of intercontinentally established rules that have elevated those basics to the level of claims for all.

While the UNFCCC includes in its mandate the “protection of the climate system for the benefit of present and future generations of humankind,” it is not designed to offer human rights protection, humanitarian aid or redress to individuals or communities caused by environmental harms. This is a shortfall of the law in question. While this law has great difficulties in practice due to its nonbinding nature, it generated a number of concepts, including:

• Intergenerational equity;
• Sustainable development; and the
• Precautionary principle.
The UNFCCC is an agreement amongst States to:

- ‘anticipate, prevent or minimize the causes of climate change and mitigate its adverse effects.’

- The violations of human rights due to the man-made effects of climate change fall easily into that category, stated in the UNFCCC, of obligations imposed on States. This is not a broad misinterpretation but a matter of fact, rising from many current legal cases like Inuit, and the Small Islands cases.

The interest in the human rights dimensions of climate change has been ignited mainly by the Inuit and the Small Island States cases. In their 2005 petition before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights the Inuit argued that the effects of climate change could be credited to actions and omissions of the U.S., and violated their fundamental human rights. The rights to:

- The benefits of culture;
- To property;
- To the preservation of health;
- To life;
- Physical integrity;
- Security; and
- A means of subsistence; and
- To residence;
- Movement; and
- Inviability of the home.

These rights, it was argued, were protected under several international human rights instruments, including the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man. The Commission declined to review the merits of the petition, stating that the “information provided does not enable us to determine whether the alleged facts would tend to characterize a violation of rights protected by the American Declaration.”

Although the Inuit Petition did not proceed in the next legal step, it drew attention to the links between climate change and human rights and led to a ‘Hearing of a General Nature’ on human rights and global warming. The Hearing was held on March 1, 2007, and included statements from the Chair of the Inuit Circumpolar Conference (ICC) and its lawyers but not representatives of the U.S. The Commission has taken no further action, but the ICC petition did generate considerable debate in the academic literature.

Furthermore, in the climate negotiations, indigenous groups delivered statements on the effects of climate change on indigenous peoples health, society, culture and well-being. These groups have been admitted to the Convention process as NGOs with electorate status. The Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues under the ECOSOC at its 2nd Session suggested the formation of an ad hoc working group on indigenous peoples and climate change, which did not come to pass. In its 7th Session of 2008, devoted to climate change, the Forum suggested that the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples serve as a “key and binding framework” in efforts to curb climate change, and that the human rights-based approach guide the design and implementation of local, national, regional, and global climate policies and projects.
Meanwhile, the Small Island States, and the Maldives in particular:

- Launched a campaign to link climate change and human rights.
- Representatives of Small Island Developing States met in November 2007 to adopt the Male’ Declaration on the Human Dimension of Global Climate Change, requesting, among others that the UN Human Rights Council must organize a discussion on climate change and human rights.\(^{17}\)
- The Council adopted a Resolution tabled by Maldives titled Human Rights and Climate Change in March 2008 that requested the OHCHR to conduct a detailed analytical study on the relationship between climate change and human rights.\(^{18}\)

The OHCHR published its study in January 2009.\(^{19}\)

- The study argued that climate change threatens the enjoyment of a wide spectrum of human rights, including rights to life, health, food, water, housing, and self-determination.
- It fell short of finding that climate change necessarily or categorically violates human rights,\(^{20}\) but it did accept that States have duties under human rights law to address climate change.
- The Human Rights Council decided in March 2009 to hear a panel debate on the topic, and encouraged its Special Procedures mandate-holders to consider the implications of climate change for the human rights within their mandates.\(^{21}\)

In a similar vein, in the Americas, Argentina drafted and tabled a resolution on human rights and climate change that was adopted by the General Assembly of the Organization of American States in June 2008.

- The Resolution instructs the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to “determine the possible existence of a link between adverse effects of climate change and the full enjoyment of human rights.”\(^{22}\) Argentina expressed concern that the inequitable impacts of climate change will place an undue strain on vulnerable States that will need to introduce climate policies and measures to ensure that they meet their human rights obligations.\(^{23}\)

The emerging interest in human rights in the climate change terrain can possibly be credited to a certain point, to a blossoming international condemnation of the pace and directions of multilateral diplomacy.\(^{24}\)

- Yet, the slow advancement of international negotiations are not in line to the urgent necessity that streams from the sufficient, while worrying, scientific knowledge, about the harms of climate change and the pace of climate change itself.

A review of the politics of human rights in the international negotiations on climate change does not yield straightforward answers. Yet a consideration of certain political issues is deemed necessary. For example a total of 88 UN member States supported the Human Rights Council’s consensus resolution 10/4 (2009), encouraging greater involvement by human rights expert bodies in the UNFCCC process.\(^{25}\) Co-sponsoring States, particularly those most immediately threatened by climate change, typically highlight the importance of human rights in stressing the human face and impacts of
climate change, as part of a legal or moral claim for strengthened international mitigation commitments and adaptation support from wealthier countries and major emitters.

Still explicit human rights arguments have yet to gain traction to any visible extent within the climate change negotiations under the UNFCCC framework. While a number of States have raised explicit human rights arguments, a revised negotiating text for the outcome document for the fifteenth Conference of the Parties (COP 15) released following the Bonn climate change talks in June 2009 contained only two relatively modest explicit human rights references.26

Certain States conceive differently the potential effect of human rights inclusion in the climate change setting and the reaction of such a legal symbiosis:

- The proportional influence and emphasis to be given to human rights obligations on States and regional groups of States;
- Human rights might jeopardize an already over-burdened and unstable climate change agenda.
- Human rights have also been described as a source of mistrust between governments, with certain developing countries expressing the concern that human rights could be used as a way of either preventing their development; or
- Human rights may be operating as conditionalities on climate change adaptation funds.27
- Some developed countries, argue that an official recognition of human rights and climate change linkages, could be used as a “political weapon against them.”28

These evolving political dynamics form an important part of the context in which the international legal analysis and policy needs to be considered.

Yet, as is the case with the majority of international treaties:

- Under the UNFCCC the primary obligations of the signatory States are held toward one another.
- However in human rights treaties, their duties are principally held on citizens, and in some cases other residents or applicants, and so are generally reserved, violated, or challenged firstly at national level, up until the international human rights courts.

Conclusively, it is not possible to moderate and tackle the man-made effects of climate change without ensuring climate justice, and we cannot ensure climate justice without the inclusion of human rights into the UNFCCC process.

What human rights application to the climate change regime can bring:

- Would expand the mandate and legal reach of the laws in question, for instance, by the principle that wants the States obligations not to stop at their own borders;
- States have a distinctive obligation to screen and regulate the conduct of private bodies within their reach, even if these entities are operating abroad.
- This is exceptionally essential in the paradigm of climate change, where the direct roots of harm are commonly originate in private doings.
CLIMATE CHANGE AND HUMAN RIGHTS: Reasons of silence

The human rights at stake are difficult to enforce:

- Climate change disturbs categories of human rights that have already problematic enjoyment, since they have in practice weak application systems under international law. For instance;
- Social and economic rights;
- The rights of migrants;
- Rights protections during conflicts.  
- The rights of future generations.

In practice even rights with solid safeguards, such as rights to life and to property, cannot be claimed through their customary application and enforcement methods, since the damages caused by climate change cannot be attributed directly.

To constitute extraterritorial responsibility is a difficult task.

- Human rights law, traditionally places the primary duty to act in a case that rights are infringed, on the claimant’s government.
- However in the case of climate change, responsibility for harming effects in the most weak and vulnerable States, the restoration of justice and the protection of rights becomes a rather complicated issue, regularly this function is assumed by another government, or an international institution.
- The universality of human rights law is not as powerful in practice, as it is in theory, in other words, cannot easily extend across international borders.
- Local culpability is difficult to establish. Although poor countries, are not major emitters of greenhouse gases, is anticipated that they are likely to suffer more of the harmful effects of climate change, and also the severity and consequences of these effects will be more detrimental given their inability to adapt.

For example:

- Undeveloped countries have fewer resources;
- These inadequacies to protect the basic human rights, have engendered the principle of ‘progressive realization’ of those rights under international law.
- However, it is possible that climate change will lead to a progressive worsening of those equivalent rights.
- It is common sense that in a government incapable to ensure basic human rights for its people, any form of accountability for this shortage is in vain, consequently it will certainly be impossible to hold it liable for conditions it did not generate.

There is also the context of emergency conditions, which is neighboring with rules generated by sovereignty and national security, which are cases that constraint and limit the function of human rights law.

One could argue that climate change could fall within the purposes of emergency conditions. In such an argument it is important to clarify that the international human rights law, just as national domestic law, customarily permits the interruption of human rights, and “puts them in ice”. Conflict of rights, conversely, between different parties is
also an expected problematic, however, the conflict and struggles in legal cases of that nature are a normality and are expectable.

The legal reasoning above is not insignificant. A necessity exists to recognize, the dichotomy between formal and substantive justice.

- The firm canon of human rights law, versus the soft-law, policy orientated, political agreement with weaker legal enforceability of the UNFCCC.
- ‘Equity’ in the UNFCCC, is not as strong as the ‘equality’ in human rights law, similarly the distinctions in the UNFCCC between ‘Annex I’ and ‘non-Annex I’ countries, as a method, is contrary to the universal human rights legal approach imposing obligations to all countries irrespectively their special conditions.
- Climate change law and policy, develops with a very anemic pace, and is observable that the philosophy guiding its path, could be characterized by compromise, political consensus and economic interests.

Human rights law is applicable and appropriate to climate change since the latter affects the former.

- Plus for predictive reasons.
- Climate change harms, will eventually lead more people affected, to turn to human rights language, and enforcement mechanisms for protection. (Inuit)
- This is a new legal paradox, and there is not sufficient legal precedent to guide the evolvement of the unification of these two regimes.

CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

Climate change must be addressed in earnest urgency.

- This requires measures that go beyond the existing Kyoto Protocol.
- It is critical to ensure that climate change is conceived in a broader manner that goes beyond the environmental and economic dimensions that have been central to the existing regime.
- Giving a central place to human vulnerability and incorporating the human rights language in climate change law is crucial.
- This must be achieved alongside a broader rethinking of the place of differential treatment in the climate change regime, to ensure that it better reflects countries’ and people’s vulnerabilities in the future.

Climate change is undermining the fulfillment of a number of internationally protected human rights, like the:

- Rights to health and life;
- Rights to food, water, shelter and property;
- Rights associated with livelihood and culture;
- Migration and resettlement; and
- Personal security in the event of conflict.
The worst effects of climate change are likely to be felt by those individuals and groups whose rights protections are insufficient.

- The most harmful and immediate effects of climate change are expected to occur in the world’s poorest countries, where rights protection is still weak.
- But this effect is also causal and mutually reinforcing.

In conclusion, the terrain of climate change has an inherent crucial urgency that justifies the calls for necessary further research through a multidisciplinary methodology, as well as for deeper examination of the links of climate change with human rights claims, equity for future generations, of the problematic rising from the questions on sustainable development, and the vulnerability principle in legal terms. Questions related to the dominance of climate change in environmental law and to the debates over climate justice, between global and international justice.

By closing this report, it should be highlighted that:

- Human rights appear to have a more evident role in each succeeding rights-sensitive suggestion on climate change;
- The relevant negotiations on law-making global organs have sustained their discussion agendas with a, predominantly, utilitarian philosophy;
- Having as a mutual understanding on the issues in question, based as depending on cost–benefit and other welfare hypothesizing paths.
- Up-to-date is observable, that the negotiating States have utilized human rights language principally for their normative value, to boost paradigms of distributional justice, but without admitting their status as positive international law.

Ideally, the current attitudes should employ human rights vocabulary to support a fairer international climate change system:

- However, they have not proceeded to-date into examining in-depth specific human rights damages rising from climate change, or pursue to introduce human rights rules into climate change law.
- At the end of the day, they call for human rights in order to move uncertain action on climate change, instead of supporting climate change action in order to prevent human rights costs.33

Scanning for human rights language is, undeniably not the strongest tool of analysis and examination, since is rather a poor diagnostic utensil.

- However the preliminary findings of such an analytical exercise are more than indicative of the unjustified absence of human rights, which is a well established legal structure that as all the evidence show, ought to be part of the climate justice regime with a more active role. All the requirements for justifying such an inclusion are present in the climate change phenomenon, namely the harm to human beings, by acts that could otherwise been avoided.
Climate change have a human source since is partly man-made, and this contributory connection makes climate change an area of study uniquely suitable for human rights assessment.

**Human rights law is applicable because the man-made impacts of climate change causes human rights violations.**

- A human rights approach can be beneficial in dealing with climate change.
- The human rights context redirects the analysis of the phenomenon in its essential effects on humanity, and since climate change is about suffering, is connected with the harm humans are doing to nature.
- Numerous populations experience the adverse effects of warming temperatures, yet little solutions are to-date available to them. The human rights regime can offer a solution to that injustices.

**In summary:**

- The future of Climate Justice depends on the inclusion of human rights.
- We need immediate action in order to prevent the disaster scenarios.
- The human rights regime can offer to Climate Justice the best possible framework for accountability, law-enforcing tools, individual and collective justice claims, and the real and actual implementation of environmental law.
- Climate change should not be conceived solely by environmental law, politics and economic interests. As a man-inflicted harm it must be addressed as bearing responsibility.

**If we assemble human rights standards into our climate justice’s prospect advance, then it will be easier to identify the ones under threat and how to protect them.**

**Climate change texts, shows up myriad failings in our existing established design, including its human rights means.**

- Tackling these drawbacks will involve a makeover of the global policies;
- From information-gathering and collective decision;
- From law-making to practice and enforcement, up-to resource distribution.

**According to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, ‘everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which [their] rights and freedoms ... can be fully realized’.** Climate change interrupts this process and the realization of fundamental basic human rights.

However as some scholars argue, maybe the times of emergency arrived, that no compromises are allowed, in the sense that now is the time to design the international and social order of which the writers of the Universal Declaration envisaged. Intergenerational justice and the rights of the future generations are earning ground in the human rights legal regime, and these cannot be ensured without safeguarding a habitable environment and a healthy planet, is as simple as that.

*****
*I attempted to provide a basic outline of the prospective relevance and linkages between the UNFCCC, and the human rights regime. My focus was on the UNFCCC, meaning that I did not enter into a detailed analysis of the newly emerged agreements, UN Resolutions, or Conferences promises; this would require further research, detailed and up-to-date analysis and in-depth examination, through a more systematic and committed scholarly engagement.

**The author, Dr. Zoi Aliozi, is a human rights expert /lawyer. ([Dr.zaliozi@gmail.com](mailto:Dr.zaliozi@gmail.com))

****

***This Human Rights Report was produced for the Climate Emergency Institute. [http://climateemergencyinstitute.com/](http://climateemergencyinstitute.com/)
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